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1._SOUND BREAKFAST
2000
Installation Ex- San José Hospital.
Exhibition: Arcis + PUC
CONJUNTA 1
Santiago, Chile.

Technical Data:

Ten minispeakers hidden inside the several 

objects that are used during breakfast,

three radiocassettes installed under the table,

three cassettes with Hospital machinery sound.

Brief Description:

This is the simulation of the hospital staff´s 

resting room. 

the recent abandonment of the place it´s 

simulated by leftover food, and the audio is trying 

to relate what´s generally divided in hospital 

spaces.



The Audiovisual projection is a pictoric substraction, 

that begins in absolute black. The Black it is taken off 

the image, leaving gradually uncovered a bath tub.

2._MUTATIONS
2001
Intervention 
and Video installation.
Absolute House 
Residence Workshop.

Technical Data:
1 Intervention in the bathroom 
1 Installation in the next room

1 Data show
1 projector Slide

2 bath tubs

2.1_Mutat ion_a
Video installation.

Brief Description:



This work it´s made of from a real state 
speculation of a place that is about to disappear.

2.2_Mutación_b
Intervention in the workshop’s bathroom.

Brief Description:



3._ Space and Transformation
2003
Installation
Graduation Thesis
Maestranza Arcis University
Carlos Matamala Room, Drama School.

Technical Data:
1 Data show

1 Projector slide
Pipes

A water tap 
A tray with black water

Video projection on a wall

Bounced Slide Projected

Pipes

Tray with black water



This installation works with the state of the place itself, and its possible changes.

It´s splited by two visual operations that follow the visual line of work of “mutations”. 

One Side it´s the video projection that uses painting recourses from black to 

white, showing a collapse wall and it´s scars.

On the other side, there´s an image of a window overlapping a filled up hole in 

the wall.

I have installed a water sistem that would create a leak that moves the projected 

image, by doing this, the image it´s animated by an external resource, and 

disappears at intervals.

Brief Description:



4._ARCHITECTURE EPHEMERAL
2003
Video installation
ARTEK
Santiago, Chile.

5._OSREVNA
2004
Video Projection inside of the show Su Rut?
Gabriela Mistral Gallery
Santiago, Chile.

Screenshots of  “OSREVNA”



6._ CONTAINER
2005

Site Specific Video Installation 
Animal Gallery

Santiago, Chile.

A Draft with projections for the installation

Invitation image, photo montage of the outside landscape of the Gallery

A Panoramic image of the Video Installation Site Specific.



Technical Data:
2 Data show
9 Slide Projectors
1 audio system on the roof.

Brief Description:
The images shows fragments of the electric 
circuit that is outside the gallery, the slide 
projections fill all the lenght of the room walls. 
the video projections show as The hole day 
goes by in five minutes.



6.1_ CONTAINER_a
2006
Register of an a Video Installation
PRIMOPIANO LIVINGALLERY
Lecce , Italy.

7._ ASYLUM
2005 
Video/ Mini DV/ 06:06 min.    
Compiled “Visual Emergency”
7th Biennial of Video and New Media.
MAC, Quinta Normal / Santiago, Chile.



7._ ASYLUM_a
2005
Video/ Mini DV/ 06:06 min.  
“Interiors, Poetics of Intimacy and Enclosure” 
ALUCINE Film Festival. 
TORONTO, Canada.

8._ THE GEOMETRIC GHOST
2007
Video/ Mini DV/ 03:23 min.
Cuprarte Contemporanea 2007 / www.cuprarte.com 
Cupramontana, Italia.



9._SCREENSAVER
2008
Collective Video installation
Andrés Durán , Filip Carrasco, Martín Rivas 
and Marcelo Fica
Concreta Gallery, M100
Santiago, Chile.



Technical Data:
1 42" plasma HD
1 Blue Ray reader 
1 Authoring DVD peace taken of 
from VORTEX.
A remote control attached to a 
forniture

9.1_ Description:

VORTEX is an experimental DVD who pretends that the user - viewer can navigate 

arround the different audiovisual pieces that take place on the work, as an analogy, to try to 

explain the use of the work better, the perfect match could be RAYUELA, the book of Julio 

Cortazar. Enlighting could be to take a look at the playful work "Rayuela o matic" that belongs 

to "la vuelta al día en 80 mundos" by the same author.

VORTEX includes in it seven different audiovisual pieces that talk about the relation 

ships between reality and representation in our everyday landscape, using as an estetic 

unifying string tecnics from movies, painting and set designes.VORTEX recycles some technical 

resources that have been used along films history as the use of painted background, and eye 

tricks, product of scale escenography and so.

Screenshots of the pieces


